The value of magnetic resonance imaging in the diagnosis of penile fracture
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: We studied the use of magnetic resonance imaging in the diagnosis of penile fracture.

Materials and Methods: Between 1997 and 2012, fifteen patients (age range 17–48 years, mean age 37 years) with suspected penile fracture underwent MRI examinations. Ten patients were injured during sexual intercourse, whereas four patients were traumatized by non-physiological bending of the penis during self manipulation, one patient was traumatized falling from the bed. Investigations were performed with 1.5T MR unit. With the patient in the supine position, the penis was taped against the abdominal wall and surface coil was placed on the penis. All patients were studied with axial, coronal, sagittal precontrast and postcontrast T1-weighted TSE(TR/TE:538/13 ms) and T2-weighted TSE(5290/110 ms) sequences. All patient underwent surgical exploration. The follow-up ranged from 3 months to 72 months. Clinically all patients showed normal healing process without complications. In 11 patients a shortening and thickening of tunica albuginea was observed. Three patients have post traumatic erectile dysfunction.

Results: In all patient corpus cavernosum fractures were clearly depicted on a discontinuity of the low signal intensity of tunica albuginea. These findings were most evident on T1WI and also depicted on T2W sequences. Images obtained shortly after contrast medium administration showed considerable enhancement only in rupture site. Subcutaneous extratunical haematoma in all patients were also recognizable on T2 WI. MRI findings were confirmed at surgery.

Conclusions: Magnetic resonance imaging is of great value for the diagnosis of penile fracture. Furthermore this method is well suited for visualising the post-operative healing process.

INTRODUCTION

Penile fracture is a rare urological emergency situation, and is defined as disruption of the tunica albuginea (TA) and corpus cavernosum (CC). It occurs almost exclusively as a result of blunt trauma to the penis in the erect position, usually during coitus. Other mechanisms of injury are direct external blunt trauma, abnormal bending of the penis during manipulation, forceful manipulation and rolling over in bed during erection (1-4). Disruption of the tunica albuginea or associated urethra injury are indications for surgical repair, whereas other cases of blunt penile injury may be treated conservatively. In general, the patient’s history and physical examination are su-
fficient to reach a provisional diagnosis of a penile fracture. The role of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in imaging penile fractures is to ascertain the integrity of the tunica albuginea. In this study we describe MRI findings at 15 patients with acute penile fracture and its healing process.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

From 1997 to 2012, fifteen patients (age range 17-48 years, mean age 37 years) with suspected penile fracture underwent MRI examinations. Ten patients were injured during sexual intercourse, whereas four patients were traumatized by non-physiological bending of the penis during self manipulation, one patient was traumatized falling from the bed. Investigations were performed with 1.5T MR unit (Magnetom Symphony, Siemens, Erlangen Germany). With the patient in the supine position, the penis was taped against the abdominal wall and surface coil was placed on the penis. All patients were studied with axial, coronal, sagittal T2-weighted TSE (5290/110 msn) and precontrast and postcontrast T1-weighted TSE (TR/TE:538/13msn) sequences.

All patients underwent surgical operation and repair via a longitudinal incision. The follow-up ranged from 3 months to 72 months.

RESULTS

In all patients CC fractures were clearly depicted on a discontinuity of the low signal intensity of TA. These findings were most evident on T1-weighted images (Figures 1a, 2a, 3a and b and 4a) These findings were also depicted on T2-weighted images (Figures 1b and c, 2b, 3c and d and 4b). Images obtained shortly after contrast medium administration showed considerable enhance only in rupture site. Subcutaneous extratunical haematoma in all patients were also recognizable on T2-weighted images. They were much more significant at post-contrast T1-weighted images. On follow-up in 10 patients a shortening and thickening of TA were observed (Figures 1d and 2d). There were erectile difficulties in 2 patients and they did not complain of any voiding difficulties. In all patients MR imaging findings were confirmed at surgery.

DISCUSSION

Penile fracture has a typical clinical presentation. Patients report hearing a snapping sound during the sexual act, followed by immediate pain and penile detumescence, in addition to the emergence of large edema, hematoma, and penile deformity (5). In general the diagnosis of penile fracture is easily established clinically.

The diagnosis is usually not difficult and often is based on history and physical examination. Patients with atypical clinical findings may require a common diagnostic procedure. Sonography could be also a useful imaging modality for the diagnosis of penile fracture because it is easy to perform, noninvasive, widely available and
However this technique is operator dependent, and the major obstacle is a lack of tissue contrast (7). Other limitations of the sonography are that, edematous swelling of the penis and clots within the tear deteriorate the image contrast and can obscure the defect; furthermore, a rupture in the pendilous area cannot be visualised. Some authors advocate cavernosonography to delineate the corporal rupture, but this invasive and painful procedure may increase haematoma and involves ionizing radiation with a risk of infection and sometimes a lack image contrast.

Because of MRI multiplanar capability and excellent tissue contrast, it can be useful as a diagnostic tool in the evaluation of patients with acute penile fracture (8).

But MRI has also some limitations, such as higher cost than ultrasound, and readily not available everywhere. Especially in patients that ultrasound is not conclusive, MR imaging can accurately depict the presence, location and extent of tunical tear which manifest as discontinuity of
TA (9). Moreover, because TA is well demonstrated as a low-signal intensity structure on T1 and T2 weighted images, MR imaging is optimal for the evaluation of the integrity of this anatomic structure even in patients with severe pain and swelling of penis as well as hematomas that appear as high signal intensity on both T1 and T2-weighted images (9, 10). Moreover, associated injuries to adjacent structures (eg. corpus spongiosum, urethra) can also be demonstrated (9, 11). MR imaging can demonstrate an intact TA and the presence of intracavernosal and extratunical haematoma. MRI may also detect other pathologies that mimic penile fracture (12).

CONCLUSIONS

MR imaging is an excellent modality for evaluating patients with acute penile trauma. It can accurately demonstrate the integrity of the TA, as well as extent and location of tunical tear and of associated injuries to the CC and urethra.
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